Some of the basic



I am going to first talk about how most of them fly
and work today.



I will touch on a new generation of multirotors.



But first lets talk about X VS + style!







Level flight
Gaining Altitude
Lowering Altitude
NOTE: Half the
props are clockwise
the other half our
counterclockwise.



Adjusting Yaw



Adjusting Pitch







The main exception to what I just showed you is
the tricopter.
One counterclockwise prop
Two clockwise props
A servo channel tilts
back motor right to
left for Yaw control.

They don’t all look the same!

They don’t all look the same!

They don’t all look the same!

They don’t all look the same!

They don’t all look the same!



Props
Motors



Electronic Speed Controllers (ESCs)



Batteries



Receiver for RC commands



◦ Tiny quads often don’t use brushless motors
◦ Larger quads almost always use brushless motors
◦ Most designs use one ESC per motor
◦ Some ESCs can control multiple motors at the same time
◦ Almost always Lithium polymer now.



Flight Controller

◦ This is the brain micro computer that makes multirotors
possible. It is the unit that takes your control inputs for and
tells the quad what needs to be done to execute the
command your giving it.
◦ All Flight controllers have gyros of some sort but the level of
intelligence inside each one is very different.
◦ Some may also have barometric pressure sensors, GPS,
Compass, Sonar for ground and object avoidance.
◦ The cost of a flight controller can also range from under $10
to over $1,000 depending on the level of sophistication.



Depending on your flight controller you may have a number of
different flight modes you can access.
◦ Manual

 In this mode it flies more like a helicopter. If you tilt in a direction it stays
in that tilt until you tell it to tilt back. (Still much easier then a helicopter)

◦ Stability / Attitude

 Once you release the Yaw / Pitch command the quad returns to level
flight. Momentum will continue to slide it in a direction but it will
eventually stop.

◦ GPS

 In this mode when you release the Yaw / Pitch command the quad will
hold its position. Wind or momentum will not move it off its position.
 Because of the inherent inaccuracy in GPS technology some drifting of the
quad around a location may often exists.
 Many with GPS modes quads will also use a magnetic compass to assist
the GPS in knowing what direction the quad is pointed.

◦ Intelligent Orientation

 The quad controls are relative to the location of the multirotor to the
operator. So left is always the operations left not the multirotors left.



A little more about the modes.
 Some units allow you to change flight modes while
in flight.
 Manual

 Will allow you to flip the quad all the way over and do a number of
amazing stunts. However when the quad is inverted it is falling out of the
sky.

 GPS

 Will always assist you even if forward by making micro corrections for
wind that maybe moving you off course. This can cause small YAW
twitches in the quad in flight. Looks very unnatural but is normal.
 All technology can fail and the more complex it is the more likely it will
fail. Some people have experienced fly always in GPS mode where the
multirotor thinks it should be somewhere else. If this happens switch out
of GPS mode and regain control of your multirotor.






Return to Home / Failsafe (GPS required)

◦ While a GPS is required you don’t have to be flying in a GPS mode to use this
feature.

Auto Land on low battery
Continue to fly in the event of a broken prop
◦ Requires a quad with six or more props



Altitude and Distance Limits (GPS required)
Speed / Sink / Climb rate limits
Firmware updates
Automated Flight (GPS + iPad / PC required)



Object avoidance (sonar required)





 Preprogramed flights missions based on waypoints
 Sonar sensors can detect objects or the ground and can be set to avoid
impacts or maintain a distance from an object.









This is the Stingray
The first commercially available collective pitch
multirotor. $800
One motor and belts operate all props.
Only has manual mode
Can fly 3D at well
over 100 MPH
No GPS or stability modes
yet!

The Good

The Bad

-

-

-

Very Stable
Easy To Fly
Great Platform for Arial
Photography
Fly great in windy conditions
Can be flown safely in small
areas.
Great First Person View
(FPV) platform.
Not that hard to build. (If you
can use a soldering iron you
have the skills required!)

-

-

-

-

Because they are stable they
will not always come down
when problems happen!
Because they are easy to fly
people often are overly
confident and are flying in
conditions beyond existing
skill level.
Can get expensive as you get
into large platforms and
advanced features.
Will require some knowledge
of software and computers for
very advanced features.
Not efficient flying systems.
(Lots of power is required for
a reasonably short flight time.)








Multirotors are always complex systems where your
controller makes a recommendation and depending on
the flight mode the multirotor may do different things.
Turning off your controller just after landing can make
the multirotor jump back in the air and then do a return
to home sequence (just as your reaching for the props!)
Always remove batteries after landing
If working on the configuration of a multirotor “remove
the props”.

